As one of the world's largest securities markets, the Hong Kong stock market plays a significant role in facilitating the development of Chinese economy. In this paper, we investigate a suite of widely-used models, the GARCH models in risk management of the Hong Kong stock market returns. To account for conditional volatilities, we consider a new type of fat-tailed distribution, the normal reciprocal inverse Gaussian distribution (NRIG), and compare its empirical performance with two other popular types of fat-tailed distribution, the Student's t distribution and the normal inverse Gaussian distribution (NIG). We show that the NRIG distribution performs slightly better than the other two types of distribution. Also, our results indicate that it is important to introduce both GJR-terms and the NRIG distribution to improve the models' performance. Our results illustrate that the asymmetric GARCH NRIG model has practical advantages in quantitative risk management, and serves as a very useful tool for industry participants.
Introduction
The autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models have had great success in modeling volatilities of asset prices series in the past three decades. Although GARCH models themselves can predict unconditional excess kurtosis of the data, to account for conditional leptokurtosis one usually assumes the innovations to be Student's t distributed as in Bollerslev (1987) . Recently, there has been growing interests in other types of fat-tailed distribution in the finance literature, such as generalized hyperbolic distribution (Barndorff-Nielsen, 1977) , and GARCH models with the generalized hyperbolic distribution have gained more and more interests, e.g. Andersson (2001) , Jensen and Lunde (2001) , Venter and de Jongh (2002) , Forsberg and Bollerslev (2002), Stentoft and (2008) . To explain the non-zero skewness observed in the financial data, in addition to assuming the distribution to be asymmetric another approach is to assume conditional volatilities respond differently to negative and positive innovations. A non-exhaustive list includes Engle (1990) , Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) and Zakoian (1994) . Nevertheless, most of the above literature assumes either the responses of the conditional volatilities or the distribution to be symmetric.
Here, we incorporate the generalized hyperbolic distribution into symmetric and asymmetric GARCH models. We specify the generalized hyperbolic distribution as in Prause (1999) and focus on two special cases: the normal inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribution and the normal reciprocal inverse Gaussian (NRIG) distribution. As discussed in Prause (1999) , the main factor for the speed of the estimation is the number of modified Bessel functions to compute. By fixing the index parameter in the generalized hyperbolic distribution to be -1/2 or 1/2, the probability density function only contains one Bessel function instead of two, which significantly reduces the time to estimate the distribution parameters. As the generalized hyperbolic distribution, both the NIG distribution and the NRIG distribution could generate fat tails and skewness. Currently, the NIG distribution is one of the most popular special cases among the generalized hyperbolic distribution family (see Figueroa-Lopez, Lancette, Lee and Mi, 2011, for a survey) . Recent studies show that the GARCH-NIG model provides accurate and parsimonious representations in modeling a variety of asset series, such as exchange rate dynamics in Andersson (2001) and Forsberg and Bollerslev (2002) , stock returns in Jensen and Lunde (2001) , option pricing in Stentoft (2008) , and oil future prices in Hansen and Lunde (2015) . Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge this paper is the first one which takes the NRIG distribution into consideration with GARCH models. We apply GARCH models with the NRIG distribution to the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index (HSI) return series and compare them with GARCH models with the NIG distribution or the Student's t distribution. Our results show that the NRIG distribution performs slightly better than the other two types of distribution.
There are quite extensive studies about GARCH models on the Hong Kong stock market returns. For instance, Kim and Mei (2001) employed a GARCH-jump process to investigate the possible market impact of political risk. The paper showed that political developments in Hong Kong have a significant impact on its market volatility and returns. Qiao, Chiang and Wong adopted a novel FIVECM-BEKK GARCH approach to examine the bilateral relationships among the A-share and B-share stock markets in China and the Hong Kong stock market. Qiao, et al. showed that these stock markets are fractionally cointegrated with spillover effects. Wang, Rui and Firth (2002) investigated how returns and volatilities of stocks are correlated for dually-traded stocks on two non-synchronous international markets, the Hong Kong and London stock markets. Using daily data for the period from October 1996 to July 2000, Wang, Rui and Firth found evidence of returns and volatility spillovers from Hong Kong to London, and from London to Hong Kong, and the results are especially astonishing during the Asian financial crisis. In this paper, we focus on risk management and apply Value at Risk as the risk measure. Our backtesting results show that the GJR-GARCH NRIG model could generate satisfactory VaRs. In this article, we are interested in the Hong Kong stock market. Similar results have been obtained in other financial markets in Guo (2017a) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss GARCH models and the three types of fat-tailed distribution. Section 3 summarizes the data. The estimation results are in Section 4. In Section 5, we compare numerical performance of GARCH models with the three types of fat-tailed distribution. Section 6 concludes.
The Models
We consider a simple GARCH(1,1) process as: 
Where the three positive numbers 0 α , 1 α and 1 β are the parameters of the process and 1 1 α β + 1 < . The assumption of a constant mean return μ is purely for simplification and reflects that the focus of the paper is on dynamics of return volatility instead of dynamics of returns. To account for asymmetric responses of conditional volatilities to negative and positive innovations observed in the data, we consider replacing equation (2) to extend the GARCH process as in Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) . The GJR (1,1,1)-GARCH model is specified as: distribution. The density function of the standard Student's t distribution with ν degrees of freedom is given by:
with excess kurtosis
To allow possible skewness of innovations, we extend the above symmetric distribution to the skewed Student's t distribution as in Hansen (1994):
where the constants a , b and c are given by 2 4 1 a c GARCH models with the Student's t distribution have been extensively investigated to analyze volatilities of asset returns. In this paper, we also consider the NIG distribution and the NRIG distribution as special cases of the generalized hyperbolic distribution. The generalized hyperbolic distribution is specified as in Prause (1999): 
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The NIG distribution is normalized by setting 
The likelihood function for a sample of T observations 1 2 { , ,..., } T ε ε ε is given by:
Data and Summary Statistics
The empirical performance of GARCH models with fat-tailed distribution using the Hong Kong stock market returns series is investigated. Three different time periods of the HSI are selected: HSI (1), HSI (2) and HSI (3), which span from September 11, 2011 , August 9, 2007 and December30, 1986 to November 6, 2013 respectively, indicating a recent 500 rolling window, the Subprime crisis, and the longest available time period when the data was collected for the research. All the data are collected from Yahoo Finance. Table 1 summarizes simple statistics of the data. The data present the standard set of well-known stylized facts of asset prices series: non-normality, limited evidence of short-term predictability in return and strong evidence of predictability in volatility. All series are presented in daily percentage growth rates/returns. The Bera-Jarque test conclusively rejects normality of raw returns in all series, which confirms our assumption that the model selected should account for the fat-tail phenomenon. The smallest test statistic is much higher than the 5% critical value of 5.99. The market index is negatively skewed and has fat tails. The asymptotic SE of the skewness statistic under the null of normality is 6 /T , and the SE of the kurtosis statistic is 24 /T , where T is the number of observations. Almost all series show statistically significant leptokurtosis, indicating that accounting for fat-tailness is more pressing than skewness in modelling asset prices dynamics. * and ** denote a skewness, kurtosis, BJ or Q statistically significant at the 5% and 1% level respectively.
We use the Ljung-Box portmanteau, or Q, statistic with five lags to test for serial correlation in the data, and adjust the Q statistic for ARCH models following Diebold (1986) . The results that no serial correlation is found for almost all the series confirm our assumption of a constant mean return μ in Equation (1). The evidence of linear dependence in the squared demeaned returns, which is an indication of ARCH effects, is significant for all the series.
Estimation Results
We investigate three different models: GARCH ( β predict the negative skewness observed in our preliminary analysis in Table 1 . Note. * and ** denote statistical significance at the 5% and 1% level respectively.
One interesting fact is that, for all the four models and all the time series, GARCH models with the NRIG distribution return the highest log likelihood among the three types of fat-tailed innovations, followed by GARCH models with the NIG distribution, and GARCH models with the Student's t distribution return the lowest log likelihood.
Model Comparison
We have introduced four different GARCH models, and each model is associated with three types of fat-tailed distribution. A question would be which model with a particular type of distribution is the most appropriate candidate in application. Our statistical test results from Table 2 suggest that it is important to have fat-tailed innovations for all the series. To explain non-zero skewness, it is of importance to introduce both GJR terms in GARCH processes and asymmetric innovations for the long market index series, but for the short market index series it is only of importance to introduce GJR terms.
The Akaike information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for model comparison are used for model comparison. The BIC is asymptotically valid when we consider finite-number of parameters. The AIC penalizes the number of parameters less strongly than does the BIC. Table 3 confirms our finding in the ijbm.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 12, No. 9; 2017 hypothesis testing procedures that it is crucial to introduce both GJR terms in GARCH processes and asymmetric innovations in modelling the long market index series according to both criteria. For the short market index series it is still important to introduce GJR terms. Among the three types of fat-tailed distribution, almost all models are in favor of the NRIG distribution in modelling the market index series. In summary, we could not find that GJR-GARCH model with the Student's t distribution and GJR-GARCH model with the NRIG distribution perform better for most of the series.
GJR-GARCH NRIG Model
Our last two sections illustrate that the GJR-GARCH model with the NRIG distribution has relatively better empirical performance. As discussed in the introduction section, both the NIG and NRIG distributions have finite MGF at unity, and when the MGF is finite the NRIG distribution could generate a larger value of excess kurtosis than the NIG distribution. Both the NIG and NRIG distributions have the potential to be used in quantitative risk management modeling, but the NRIG distribution has more freedom to fit asset returns with heavier tails. Considering the advantage of the NRIG distribution in risk management practice, we investigatethe GJR-GARCH model with the NRIG distribution, and fit the model on a rolling 500-day period. We extend the series spanning from January 3, 2005 to November 6, 2013, in total 2228 observations, roughly covering a full business cycle. The estimated parameters of the model are shown in Figure 1 . The model is estimated consistently, and we cannot see no big jumps from day to day and the range of attainable values is relatively narrow. One important aspect of the evaluated model performance was comparing actual profits & losses with projected VaR estimates from one-day ahead simulation forecast. We consider the market indexspanning from February 8, 2007 to November 6, 2013, in total 1700 observations. In Table 4 , we summarize the daily exceedances over 95%, 97.5%, 99%, and 99.5% for both a long and a short positions. Most of the Kupiec's test results show that one could not reject the model proposed for VaR calculation. 
Conclusion
The empirical performance of GARCH and GJR-GARCH models with three types of fat-tailed innovations has been evaluated: the Student's t distribution, the normal inverse Gaussian distribution, and the normal reciprocal inverse Gaussian distribution using the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index return series. By checking several commonly used criteria, the rules of thumb for practical implementation obtained from our experiments are as follows:
(1) It is important to incorporate fat-tailed innovations in fitting all the asset prices series to account for leptokurtosis, while for non-zero skewness it is helpful to incorporate both GJR-terms into GARCH processes and asymmetry into innovations for the market index series;
(2) The performance of the three types of fat-tailed distribution in fitting the financial data is quite similar, and the NRIG distribution dominates the other two types of distribution;
(3) GJR-GARCH models with the NRIG distribution perform very well for VaR calculations, and therefore could be valuable for quantitative risk management and serves as a very useful tool for industry participants.
The paper could be extended in several directions. First, some other market index in addition to the HSI and some other types of financial assets, for instance commodities as in Guo (2017b) , may be studied. Second, the paper only considers asymmetric response of conditional volatilities to negative and positive shocks as in Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) . It would be valuable to consider other types of models which share a Zakoian (1994) . Finally, there are some other special types of fat-tailed distribution among the generalized hyperbolic family, such as the hyperbolic distribution. It would be interesting to compare the NRIG distribution with other special types of fat-tailed distribution.
